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COMME des GAR ONS earlier announced a new joint project with NikeLab via Instagram. In the next year will launch new Nike shoes
Air VaporMax and classic Air Moc became the two protagonists of this cooperation, and take the lead in a few days before the
COMME des GAR? ONS Paris fashion week debut in the spring and summer of 2017 women's conference. Wakubo Rei with a
black and blue two colors to create Air VaporMax, eliminating the shoelace, socks type shoe body made of Flyknit and Air equipped
with the new air system, COMME des GAR? ONS logo is decorated with vamp woven cloth in the standard; while Air Moc is
replaced by overboots, mining is made of high quality the white leather, and create simple beauty. It is reported that the series will be
landed in February next year, the major CDG stores for sale. 
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?? Adidas PureBOOST new version of compared with the previous generation, usher in a huge change in the exterior design, not
only from the YEEZY BOOST folding tongue and innovation lace design, but also equipped with "Dynamic Heel Fit" System heel
support excellent vamp. In addition, the "BOOST" family of signs of the bottom in BOOST and STRETCHWEB outsole technology is
retained, but also adopted a new Primeknit vamp vamp texture, and "three" dark side design shows a person, regardless of
appearance or feeling are attractive enough. It is reported that the new adidas PureBOOST in January 25th for the first pair of black
version, as for other colors will be available from February 1st onwards! 
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